NAPLAN success – well done everyone.

This year Patricks Road SS year 3 came 50th in the state, year 5 came 37th in the state out of more than 2000 state and non-state schools.

This graph shows PRSS 2016 mean score in each test area compared to Like Schools (schools with similar ICSEA – socio-economic background), Qld scores and National scores.

These graphs shows our performance in year 3 in each test strand over the last 9 years compared to Like, State and National schools.
These graphs shows our performance in year 5 in each test strand over the last 9 years compared to Like, State and National schools.

In first semester this year we focussed on Spelling as our Explicit Improvement Agenda Item. The graph below shows our improvement in both year 3 and 5 compared to our performance in the last two years.